In this paper, we aim at tackling a general issue in NLP tasks where some of the negative examples are highly similar to the positive examples, i.e., hard-negative examples. We propose the distant supervision as a regularizer (DSReg) approach to tackle this issue. The original task is converted to a multi-task learning problem, in which distant supervision is used to retrieve hard-negative examples. The obtained hard-negative examples are then used as a regularizer. The original target objective of distinguishing positive examples from negative examples is jointly optimized with the auxiliary task objective of distinguishing softened positive (i.e., hardnegative examples plus positive examples) from easy-negative examples. In the neural context, this can be done by outputting the same representation from the last neural layer to different sof tmax functions. Using this strategy, we can improve the performance of baseline models in a range of different NLP tasks, including text classification, sequence labeling and reading comprehension.
Introduction
Consider the following sentences in a text classification task, in which we want to identify sentences containing revenue values:
• S1: The revenue of education sector is 1 million. (positive)
• S2: The revenue of education sector increased a lot. (hard-negative) • S3: Education is a fundamental driver of global development. (easy-negative) S1 is a positive example since it contains precise value for the revenue, while both S2 and S3 are negative because they do not have the concrete information of revenue value. However, since S2 is highly similar to S1, it is hard for a binary classifier to make a correct prediction on S2. As another example, in reading comprehension tasks like NarrativeQA [Kočiskỳ et al., 2018] or MS-MARCO [Nguyen et al., 2016] , truth answers are human-generated ones and might not have exact matches in the original corpus. A commonly adopted strategy is to first locate similar sequences from the original corpus using a ROUGE-L threshold and then treat these sequences as a positive training examples. Sequences that are semantically similar but right below this threshold will be treated as negative examples and thus inevitably introduce massive noise in training.
This problem is ubiquitous in a wide range of NLP tasks, i.e., when some of the negative examples are highly similar to the positive examples. We refer to these negative examples as hard-negative examples for the rest of this paper. Also, we refer to those negative examples that are not similar to the positive examples as easy-negative examples. If hard-negative examples significantly outnumber positive ones, features that they share in common will contribute significantly to the negative example category.
To tackle this issue, we propose using the idea of distant supervision (e.g., [Mintz et al., 2009 , Riedel et al., 2010 ) to regulate the training. We first harvest hard-negative examples using distant Tag examples # of instances financial statement items (FSI) income; revenue 6543 unit ton; Kilowatt hour 5622 value 5;100,000; 25% 9073 bases of comparison (BoC) the same period of last year 2585 the change of FSI (FSI-change) increase; decrease 2821 business & service (B&C) education sector; loan service 1617 Table 1 : Details for labels of the annotated dataset.
supervision. This process can be done by a method as simple as using word overlapping metrics (e.g., ROUGE, BLEU or whether a sentence contains a certain keyword). With the harvested hard-negative examples, we transform the original binary classification task to a multi-task learning task, in which we jointly optimize the original target objective of distinguishing positive examples from negative examples along with an auxiliary objective of distinguishing hard-negative examples plus positive examples from easy-negative examples. For a neural network model, this goal can be easily achieved by using different softmax functions to readout the final-layer representations. In this way, both the difference and the similarity between positive examples and hard-negative examples can be captured by the model. It is worth noting that there are several key differences between this work and the mainstream works in distant supervision for relation extraction [Mintz et al., 2009 , Riedel et al., 2010 , Surdeanu et al., 2012 , Zeng et al., 2016 , Qin et al., 2018 ], at both the setup level and the model level.
In traditional work on distant supervision for relation extraction, there is no training data initially and the distant supervision is used to get positive training data. In our case, we do have a labeled dataset, from which we retrieve hard-negative examples using the distant supervision. The key contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We study a general situation in NLP, where a subset of the negative examples are highly similar to the positive examples.
• We propose a new method that utilize the idea of distant supervision to harvest hardnegative training examples, and transform the original task to a multi-task learning problem. The proposed model is able to introduce significant improvement on the tasks of textclassification, sequence-labeling and reading comprehension.
• We collect a new dataset and apply our method to it to show the effectiveness of our approach.
Related Works
Distant Supervision is first proposed by Mintz et al. [2009] to address the data sparsity issue in relation extraction. Suppose that we wish to extract sentences expressing the ISCAPITAL relation, distant supervision augments the positve training set by first aligning unlabeled text corpus with all entity pairs between which the ISCAPITAL relation holds and then treating all aligned texts as positive training examples. Distant supervision inevitably suffers from the noisiness of the training set, i.e., the heuristic unsually leads to noisy teaching signals, which result in poor extraction performance. As a remedy, Riedel et al. [2010] propose the multi-instance, single-labeling learning appoach. It only assumes that at least one of the sentences containing the entity pair expresses the relation. Later Hoffmann et al. [2011] and Surdeanu et al. [2012] propose to model distant supervision relation extraction as a multi-instance multi-label problem. Takamatsu et al. [2012] remove negative training examples based on traditional linguistic features like NER or parse trees. Ritter et al. [2013] propose a latent variable apporach to model missing data in distant supervision.
Deep leaning techniques have significantly improved the results of distant supervision for relation extraction [Zeng et al., 2016 , Luo et al., 2017 , Lin et al., 2017 , Toutanova et al., 2015 . For instances, Zeng et al. [2014] use convolutional neural networks to select one most plausible sentence to represent a specific type of relation. Later, they propose to use piecewise convolutional neural networks (PCNNs) to choose the most likely valid sentence and predict relations [Zeng et al., 2015] . down-weight training instances collected from distant supervision using weights computed from neural attentions [Luong et al., 2015a , Bahdanau et al., 2014 . Ji et al. [2017] takes a further step utilizing the useful entity information to compute the sentence-level attention weights.
Multi-Task Learning (MLT)
The idea of using data harvested via distant supervision as auxiliary supervision signals is inspired by recent progress on multi-task learning: models for auxiliary tasks share hidden states or parameters with models for the main task and act as regularizers. This idea can be seen in recent work using language models as regularizers, such as BERT [Devlin et al., 2018] , Elmo [Peters et al., 2018] and OpenAI GPT [Radford et al., 2018] . In addition, neural models often celebrate performance boost when jointly trained for multiple tasks [Collobert et al., 2011 , Chen et al., 2017 , Hashimoto et al., 2016 , FitzGerald et al., 2015 . For instance, Luong et al. [2015b] use sequence-to-sequence model to jointly train machine translation, parsing and image caption generation models. Dong et al. [2015] adopte an alternating training approach for different language pairs, i.e., they optimize each task objective for a fixed number of parameter updates (or mini-batches) before switching to a different language pair. Swayamdipta et al. [2018] propose using syntactic tasks to regulate semantic tasks like semantic role labeling. Hashimoto et al. [2016] improve universal syntactic dependency parsing using a multi-task learning approach.
Dataset Construction
In this section, we describe the details for dataset construction. We are interested in extracting financial statement items for individual businesses or services from annual reports of listed companies. Specifically, we want to extract:
• Labels that we are interested in extracting include financial statement items (FSI), unit, value, the change of FSI (FSI-change), time, business & service (B&S), bases of comparison (BoC). Details about the labels are described in Table 1 . We adopt the standard IOB (short for inside, outside, beginning) sequence labeling format. Given the following sentence:
The revenue of education sector increased by 25% over the same period of the previous year.
The corresponding labels are given as follows:
The ( The dataset is collected in two stages: curating sentences and crowdsourcing labels.
Sentence Curation We collected 447 annual reports for listed companies. From each of the reports, we first extracted individual paragraphs, stripping away images, figures and tables. We ended up with a corpus containing a total number of 1,043,795 sentences. Due to the vast number of sentences, it is impossible to manually label all of them. We employed a curation strategy, in which we extracted chapters with subtitle businesses or services. After the selection, we are left with 97,736 sentences in total, which are randomly partitioned into a training set (80%), a development set (10%), and a test set 10%.
Crowdsourcing Labels We employed crowdworkers to label each of the tokens of each sentence. We asked them to spend 1 minute on every sentence, and they were paid $ 0.1 per sentence. Each sentence is labeled by two different crowdworkers. We asked them to label only sentences that contain financials for individual businesses or services of a group of listed company, and give labels to each token using the criteria presented in Table 1 . Only sentences with concrete values of financials or the increase/decrease of financials are to be labeled. If labels from the two annotators disagree, one or more annotators were asked to label the sentence and a majority vote was taken as the final decision.
Models
In this section, we discuss the details of the proposed model. We focus on two different types of NLP tasks, text classification and sequence labeling. 
Text Classification
Suppose that we have text-label pairs D = {x i , y i }. x i consists of a sequence of tokens x i = {w i,1 , w i,2 , ..., w i,ni }, where n i denotes the number of tokens in x i . Each text x i is paired with a binary label y i ∈ {0, 1}. The training set can be divided into a positive set D + and a negative set D − . Normally a binary classifier is to be trained in this case. The loss function can be given as follows:
whereŷ i denotes the model prediction.
We use the following distant supervision pattern to retrieve hard-negative examples: we treat texts in D − that contain more than one mention of financial statement items as hard-negative examples, denoted as D hard . Here we introduce a new label z, deciding where an instance is similar to positive examples. z = 1 for instances in D hard-neg ∪ D + , and z = 0 for instances in D − − D hard-neg . We regularize L(x, y) with additional objective L(x, z):
Empirically, we find that adding one more three-class classification objective, which separates positive vs hard-negative vs soft-negative introduces additional performance boost. We suggest that adding this three-class classification task will additionally highlight the difference between hard negative examples and easy negative examples for the model. The label is denoted by l, where l = 0 for easy negative examples, l = 1 for positive examples and l = 2 for hard negative examples. This leads the final objective function to be :
where λ 1 + λ 2 + λ 3 = 1. For a neural classification model, p(z|x), p(y|x) and p(l|x) share the same model structure. The input text x is first mapped to a d-dimensional vector representation h x using whichever suitable strategy, such as LSTMs [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] , CNNs [Kim, 2014] or transformers [Vaswani et al., 2017] . Then h x is fed to three fully connected layers with sof tmax activation function to compute p(y|x), p(z|x) and p(l|x), respectively.
where
. Since all objective functions share the same input h x , the difference and similarity between positive examples and hard-negative examples (expressed in Table  2 ) can be both captured in h x . 
Sequence Labeling
In sequence labeling tasks [Lafferty et al., 2001 , Ratinov and Roth, 2009 , Collobert et al., 2011 , Huang et al., 2015 , Ma and Hovy, 2016 , Chiu and Nichols, 2015 , a model is trained to assign labels to each word in a text sequence. Suppose that we are to assign labels to all tokens in a chunk of text D = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n D } where n D denotes the number of words in D. Let us consider a simple case where we only have one type of tag and We will use the standard IOB (short for inside, outside, beginning) sequence labeling format for illustration purposes. In this case, it is a three-class classification problem, assigning y i ∈ (B, I, O) to each token. We treat tokens with label B and I as D + and tokens with label O as D − . The objective function for the vanilla sequence labeling task is given as follows:
P (ŷ i = y i |x 1:n D ) can be computed using standard sequence tagging models such as CRF [Lafferty et al., 2001] , hybrid CRF+neural models [Huang et al., 2015 , Ma and Hovy, 2016 , Chiu and Nichols, 2015 , Ye and Ling, 2018 or purely neural models [Collobert et al., 2011 , Devlin et al., 2018 . To take into account negative examples that are highly similar to positive ones, we use the idea of distant supervision to first retrieve the set of hard-negative dataset D hard-neg . Akin to the text classification task, we introduce a new label z i ∈ (B, I, O), indicating whether the current token belongs to D hard-neg . To incorporate the collected hard-negative examples into the model, again we introduce an auxiliary objective of assigning correct z labels to different tokens:
Similar to the text classification task, we also want to separate hard negative examples, easy negative examples and positive examples, so we associate each example with a label l. We thus have distinct "outside" and "beginning" labels for positive examples and hard-negative examples, i.e., l ∈ (B pos , I pos , B hard-neg , I hard-neg , O). Labels for different categories regarding y and z are shown in Table 3 . The final objective function is thus as follows:
Again λ 1 + λ 2 + λ 3 = 1. At training time, the two functions are simultaneously trained. At test time, we only use P (y i |x 1:n D ) to predict y i .
At the algorithmic level, the way we handle neural models and CRF-based models are different, as is discussed below.
Neural Sequence Labeling Models : For a neural tagging model without CRFs [Collobert et al., 2011 , Devlin et al., 2018 , predictions are not conditioned on predictions for the surrounding tokens (non-autoregressive). Representations of specific positions are fed to the softmax layers for direct decision making, as used in BERT [Devlin et al., 2018] . Specifically, we first obtain the representation for each word using multi-layer transformers [Vaswani et al., 2017] under the BERT framework. This representation is fed to a softmax layer to decide the tagging label of the current word:
In the neural context, p(z|x) and p(l|x) can be directed computed by fed the same h xi to to two other readout layers, parameterized by the matrix W z and W l :
Given that y ∈ (B, I, O), z ∈ (B, I, O) and l ∈ (B pos , I pos , B hard-neg , I hard-neg , O), the classification tasks for y, z and l are three-class, three-class and five-class, respectively. We thus have W y , W z ∈ R 3×d , W l ∈ R 5×d . The illustration is shown in Figure 3 .
CRF-based Sequence Labeling Models : For CRF based models [Huang et al., 2015 , Ma and Hovy, 2016 , Chiu and Nichols, 2015 , neural representations are fed to the CRF layer and used as features for decision making. As in Ma and Hovy [2016] , neural representation h xi is computed for each token/position using LSTMs and CNNs, and then forwarded to the CRF layer. The key issue with CRF-based models is that the CRF model is only able to output one single label. This issue rules out the possibility of directly feeding h x to three readout layers to simultaneously predict y, z and l. We propose the following solution: we use three separate CRFs to predict y, z and l, denoted as CRF y , CRF z and CRF l . These CRFs use the same hidden representation h x obtained from the same neural model as inputs, but independently learn their own features weights. We iteratively perform gradient descent on the three CRF s, and the error signals from the three CRF s are back-propagated to the neural model iteratively.
Experiments
Using the labeled dataset, we evaluate the proposed algorithm on three NLP tasks: text classification, sequence labeling and reading comprehension. Table 5 : Performances of different models on the sequence labeling task.
Text Classification
For the text classification task, we try to identify whether a sentence contains useful FSI information, i.e., whether a sentence contains the FSI of interest and the corresponding value. We treat sentences with annotated financial statement items and the corresponding values as positive examples, and the rest as negative examples.
Retrieve hard-negative examples We use the following distant-supervision pattern to retrieve hard-negative examples: we treat texts in negative examples that contain more than one mention of financial statement items as hard-negative examples. For example, the sentence Benefiting from the decline in raw material costs and the further improvement of the company's management skills, the profit of the company increased during the reporting period is a hard-negative example. Particularly, it is a negative example since it does specifically indicate the value of the profit and thus is not of interest. But this sentence is also a hard-negative example and is retrieved to use in distant supervision because it contains the keyword profit.
Model Details We train a Bidirectional LSTMs initialized using Elmo [Peters et al., 2018] . We obtain representations for each time step t (i.e., h left t and h right t ) as follows: are then concatenated and fed to the softmax layer. Hyper-parameter λ is tuned on the development set at the interval of 0.05. We use Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014] for optimization. For the ease of notations, we use Pos to denote positive examples, HardNeg to denote hard-negative examples and EasyNeg to denote easy-negative examples. We compare performances of the following models:
• Pos|Neg, which is equivalent to Pos|HardNeg∪EasyNeg: the binary classification model to distinguish between positive examples (Pos) and negative examples (HardNeg∪EasyNeg).
• Pos∪HardNeg|EasyNeg → Pos|HardNeg: We train a hierarchical model that involves two binary classification models: 1) the one distinguishing between easy-negative (EasyNeg) and the union of positive and hard-negative (Pos∪HardNeg) 2) the one distinguishing positive (Pos) from hard-negative (HardNeg) examples.
• Pos|HardNeg|EasyNeg: a three-class classification model to distinguish positive examples (Pos), easy-negative examples (HardNeg) and hard-negative examples (EasyNeg).
• Pos∪HardNeg|EasyNeg+ Pos|HardNeg∪EasyNeg (DSReg): the proposed multi-task learning model that jointly trains two objective functions: distinguishing positive (Pos) from negative (HardNeg∪EasyNeg) examples and positive+easy negative (Pos∪HardNeg) from hard negative (EasyNeg) ones.
• Pos∪HardNeg|EasyNeg+ Pos|HardNeg∪EasyNeg+ Pos|HardNeg|EasyNeg (DSReg): adding one more three-class regularization function.
Results Table 4 shows results for the text classification task. As can be seen, the proposed DSReg models outperform both the binary classification model and the pipelined model, which aligns with our expectation. For the pipelined model, since the error accumulates over stages, it underperforms not only the DSReg models, but also the binary classification model. By using both the three-class classification and Pos∪HardNeg|EasyNeg as regulations, the Pos∪HardNeg|EasyNeg+ Pos|HardNeg∪EasyNeg+ Pos|HardNeg|EasyNeg setting results in best performance, obtaining a gain of +2.4 in the F1 score.
Sequence Labeling
For the task of sequence labeling, similar to the classification task, we use the keyword matching strategy to retrieve hard-negative examples. We report statistics at the word-level in Table 5 . As in the sentence-level prediction task, the three-class classification model Pos|HardNeg|EasyNeg and the pipelined model Pos∪HardNeg|EasyNeg → Pos|HardNeg significantly underperform the others, and their results are omitted due to space limitations. From Table 5 , again we can see that the proposed DSReg models significantly outperform the Pos|Neg baseline, both in the CRF setting (+1.79) and the neural tagging setting (+2.41). The BiLSTM+CRF setting significantly outperforms the BERT tagging model in this task. The narrativeQA dataset [Kočiskỳ et al., 2018] consists of 1,567 stories with 46,765 question-answer pairs. Following Kočiskỳ et al. [2018] , we conduct experiments on both the summary setting and the full version setting. For the summary setting, answer spans need to be extracted from story summaries, and for the full version setting, they need to be extracted from the entire books or movie scripts. We followed the routines of the neural benchmarks in Kočiskỳ et al. [2018] , in which we first retrieve relevant chunks from the story using an IR system. Then we concatenate the selected chunks. Since the answer for each query is manually annotated, a large proportion of answers do not have corresponding spans in the original passage that can be exactly matched. In [Kočiskỳ et al., 2018] , the span that achieves the highest ROUGE-L score with respect to the reference answer are used as gold spans. The start and end indices are predicted using BiDAF [Seo et al., 2016] . As in Kočiskỳ et al. [2018] , spans with highest ROUGE-L scores are treated as positive examples. Suppose that for a gold answer a, text span a has the highest ROUGE-L score of ROUGE(a, a ), and is thus treated as the positive training example. Since documents and passages in this task are very similar, there are many text spans that are highly similar to the gold answer. These spans are treated as hard-negative examples. Specifically, we treat spans whose ROUGE-L scores are greater than α × ROUGE(a, a ) as hard-negative examples, where α ∈ (0, 1) is the parameter to tune on the development set.
Machine Reading Comprehension
We followed the criteria in Kočiskỳ et al. [2018] to train a vanilla BiDAF model. We used the splits of positive examples, hard-negative examples and easy-negative examples to train DSReg models, using both the three-class classification and the (positive+hard-neg) vs. easy-neg as regulations. We report scores for BLEU-1, BLEU-4 [Papineni et al., 2002] , Meteor [Denkowski and Lavie, 2011] and ROUGE-L scores [Lin, 2004] . Results are shown in Table 6 . When combined with BiDAF, the proposed DSReg model outperforms the standard BiDAF model in both settings. As discussed in Kočiskỳ et al. [2018] , the span prediction model performs the best in the summary setting. This sets new state-of-the-art results for the summary setting on the NarrativeQA dataset.
Conclusion
In this paper, we tackle a general problem in NLP, i.e., the situation where a subset of the negative examples are highly similar to the positive ones. We propose the DSReg and transform the original task to a multi-task learning problem, in which we first utilize distant supervision to retrieve hardnegative examples, which are then used as a regularizer. We show that the proposed strategy lead to significant performance boost both text classification, sequence labeling and machine reading comprehension tasks.
